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ABSTRACT

This research examined the efects of Chrisian faith sharing through social media on the belief systems and behavior of users who encounter those messages. 
In addiion, it explored methods of Chrisian social media faith sharing to discover if users had consistent preferences for certain methods or found some 
methods more ofensive than others. To explore these topics, a quanitaive survey was completed by 79 students, faculty, and staf at a Chrisian college in 
the Midwestern United States. From this survey, social media users that encountered Chrisian faith sharing reported a slight to moderate efect size in their 
changes of both their belief systems and behavior as a result of that message. Furthermore, they reported appreciaing certain methods of social media faith 
sharing from Chrisians more than others, with personal stories about how God changed others’ lives as most impacful and most preferred to encounter. Finally, 
they indicated that Chrisian chain messages on social media and posts that requested likes or retweets were most ofensive. These indings demonstrate that 
Chrisian faith sharing through social media impacts the beliefs and behavior of those who encounter it and that users strongly prefer some methods that 
Chrisians use over others.
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Efects of Christian Faith Sharing Through Social 
Media:

Examining Belief System Changes, Behavioral 
Changes, and User Preferences

Christians have shared their beliefs with others since their 

foundation of their religion almost 2,000 years ago, which has 

often resulted in serious persecution of those believers (Diprose, 

2018; Lehtipuu, 2016; Philips, 2015). In most modern Western 

societies, the severity of persecution has decreased in terms 

of violence, but various forms of persecution still take place 

frequently today (Lie, 2017; Van der Walt, 2017). Since recurrent 

worldwide conlicts between Christians and those who encounter 
their faith sharing still occurs today, it seems relevant to study 

the efects of Christians when they share their faith on those who 
encounter their message. 

Recently, Christian faith sharing has expanded to social 

media, as evident from a study where 20% of adults in the United 

States reported that they shared their faith on Facebook in the last 

week and 46% encountered someone else share their faith on that 

platform during that time (Brubaker & Haigh, 2017). Additionally, 

social media has become commonplace in modern society, with 

four out of ive people who have access to the Internet using 
some form of social media (Lim, 2017).  Users spend far more 

time on social media than any other purpose on the Internet and 

many users spend hours on social networking sites each day 

(Vidyakala & Nithyakala, 2016). This explosion of social media 

use that now incorporates billions of people (Bowman, 2019) 

can exert a greater inluence on younger people who use it more 
often (Kelly, 2015). Consequently, people have used social media 

as a tool to afect change in society, even within the context of 
religious causes (Lee & Hsieh, 2016; Lim, 2017). In connection 

with this means of impact, Christians have shifted towards this 

growing platform of social media for sharing their faith, based 

largely on their compulsion from the biblical commands towards 

that goal (Previte, 2017; 2 Corinthians 5:11-20; 2 Timothy 4:1-

2). The recent decline of attendance in Western churches (Audette 

& Weaver, 2016) has ampliied the sense of urgency that many 
Christians feel to produce greater impact through sharing their 

faith with others (Van der Walt, 2017). 

In addition, Christians often share their faith without 

understanding their intended audiences’ thoughts, desires, and 

the efectiveness of their techniques (Lie, 2017; Previte, 2017). 
Accordingly, their faith sharing techniques have produced mixed 

results, often receiving intense criticism and persecution from 

others (Lehtipuu, 2016; Philips, 2015). The results have recently 

seemed less impactful towards behavior in the United States, 

where most people still believe that the Bible contains the word of 

God (O’Brien & Noy, 2015) but often do not participate in various 

Christian activities such as attending worship services (Voas & 

Chaves, 2016). Based on this literature, this study examined if and 

to what extent social media users perceived efects that Christians’ 
faith sharing through social media has on their belief systems and 

behavior. It also explored methods of Christian social media faith 
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sharing to discover if users had consistent preferences for certain 

methods or found some methods more ofensive than others. This 
research may engender positive change between Christian faith 

sharers using social media and those who encounter their faith 

sharing messages by bringing a greater understanding to those 

Christians, prompting them to share their faith more wisely and 

less ofensively.

Recent research has described Christian techniques used in 

sharing their faith through social media (e.g., Eiong, 2015; Lie, 
2017; White, Tella, & Ampofo, 2016). For example, White et al. 

(2016) took a common approach in the literature toward this topic 

by simply describing certain pastors’ faith sharing techniques 

using Facebook but without describing the results. Using a more 

detailed approach, Previte (2017) qualitatively studied Christian 

adolescents sharing their faith through social media by interviewing 

those faith sharers and the adults that mentored the adolescents 

in their faith. Furthermore, Mayhew et al. (2017) quantitatively 

studied how other college students who do not practice in Christian 

faith sharing gained an appreciative attitude towards Christian 

college students who share their faith. Many of these articles have 

described Christians sharing their faith through social media and 

Mayhew et al. (2017) even described the perceptions towards the 

Christian faith sharers themselves, but none of them measure the 

efectiveness of Christian faith sharing through social media on 
their intended audience. As Previte (2017) noted, there have not 

been quantitative studies that measure the perceived efects on 
those who encounter that faith sharing. In addition, Bosch, Sanz, 

Abello, Torrents, and Gauxachs (2017) stated the need for a study 

to examine the people that interacted with popular Catholic faith 

sharing websites, which including social media sites, to understand 

the users’ perspective. Therefore, the gaps stated by Bosch et al. 

(2017) and Previte (2017) have described the need to examine the 

efects that Christian faith sharing through social media has on the 
recipients’ belief systems and behavior.

The belief systems mentioned in this research encompass 

thoughts, opinions, and a mental acceptance about what is true, 

which can change based on actions and events in the environment 

(Bandura, 1963, 1965). Behavior for this study describes an 

outward action, which could vary from previous actions based on 

a change in thinking and beliefs (Bandura, 1969; Bandura, Ross, 

& Ross, 1963). Based on the theoretical framework of Bandura’s 

social learning theory (Bandura, 1963, 1965, 1969, 1971), the 

research questions and hypotheses provided in this section 

guided this quantitative study. The irst two research questions 
and hypotheses appear below followed by a rationale for these 

hypotheses.

R1: If and to what extent does Christian faith sharing 

through social media impact social media users’ belief 

systems?

H1: Christian faith sharing through social media impacts 

social media users’ belief systems to a moderate extent.

R2: If and to what extent does Christian faith sharing 

through social media impact social media users’ behavior?

H2: Christian faith sharing through social media social 

media users’ behavior to no signiicant extent.

The researchers chose the irst hypothesis based largely on 
the inluences described in social learning theory and the second 
hypothesis largely from societal pressures that might hinder 

behavioral change. Bandura’s (1965) research showed that 

behavior can contradict newly formed belief systems when the 

environmental pressures push those people in a particular direction. 

Therefore, the researchers believed that social media users may 

receive a moderate impact in belief systems from Christian faith 

sharing through social media (H1), but not signiicantly change 
their behavior based on perceived pressure from their peers and 

others in society to behavior in the same manner (H2).

Three other research questions referred to diferent types of 
Christian faith sharing posts through social media and the potential 

diferences in the efects on users’ belief systems, behavior, and 
preferences. The researchers believed that diferent categories of 
posts would have difering impacts on belief systems and behavior. 
In addition, they believed that social media users would have 

preferences for some types of posts and feel more ofended by other 
types of posts. Therefore, the alternative hypotheses were chosen 

for research questions 3-5 based on personal observations from 

the researchers’ own social media experiences and past comments 

from others. These research questions and the corresponding 

hypotheses appear below. 

R3: Do diverse methods of Christian faith sharing through 

social media diferentially impact social media users’ 
belief systems and/or behavior?

H3: Diverse methods of Christian faith sharing through 

social media impact social media users’ belief systems 

and/or behavior to varying extents.

R4: Do social media users prefer certain methods of 

Christian faith sharing through social media over others?

H4: Social media users prefer certain methods of Christian 

faith sharing through social media over others.

R5: Do social media users take more ofense from certain 
methods of Christian faith sharing through social media 

over others?

H5: Social media users take more ofense from certain 
methods of Christian faith sharing through social media 

over others.
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Methods

This research used the theoretical framework of social learning 

theory developed by Albert Bandura (1963, 1965, 1969, 1971). 

This theory outlined steps for learning in society, which explains 

how people irst make observations of others’ modeled behavior 
which impacts the environment surrounding people (Knafo, 2016). 

Changes in these environmental factors that difer from previous 
social norms can result in observational learning, irst through 
mental coding of the novel information in observers’ thoughts 

and then can alter their consequent behavior (Bandura, 1971; 

Bandura et al, 1963). This theory has become widely accepted and 

applied in modern scholarly thought beyond psychological circles 

(Chen, Wang, & Hung, 2015) and even used to explain potential 

inluences through social media (Deaton, 2015). This theoretical 
framework helped to guide formation of the research questions and 

the corresponding questions used in the quantitative survey. After 

crafting a survey, the researchers used an expert panel including 

a psychology professor, a Bible professor, and college students to 

provide feedback resulting in minor wording changes.

Undergraduate students, staf members, and faculty of a 
Midwestern Christian college were asked to participate in the 

study. After a chapel recruitment announcement at the institution 

where students, faculty, and staf gathered every weekday, all 
those in attendance had the opportunity to take part in a one-page 

survey (front and back) that was also made available afterwards 

at the college’s library and cafeteria. The survey posed questions 

about the efects from encountering Christian faith sharing through 
social media on users’ belief systems and behavior using a Likert-

type scale. The irst section of the survey asked the questions stated 
below. The questions were not numbered in the survey, but have 

been given numbers here for ease of references and understanding 

in this paper. 

1. When you encounter Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how often has it afected your 
belief systems concerning anything connected to your 

faith?

2. When you encounter Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how often has it afected your 
belief systems in any other areas?

3. When you encounter Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how often have you felt pressure 

to change your beliefs and/or actions?

4. After encountering Christians sharing their faith through 

social media, how often has it afected your behavior 
concerning anything connected to your faith? 

5. After encountering Christians sharing their faith through 

social media, how often has it afected your behavior in 
any other areas?

6. To what degree would you estimate that encountering 

Christians sharing their faith through social media has 

afected your belief systems? 

7. To what degree would you estimate that encountering 

Christians sharing their faith through social media has 

afected your behavior?

8. How frequently do you encounter Christians sharing 

their faith through social media? 

Questions 1-5 had the following options for responding as a 

Likert-type scale: never, rarely, sometimes, frequently, and all the 

time, scored on a scale of 1-5 in that order. Questions 6-7 included 

the following options: not at all, slightly, somewhat, signiicantly, 
and drastically with the same scoring system. Question 8 had the 

options of: never, less than once a month, at least once a month, 

at least once a week, and daily, scored in the same manner. The 

questions and answer options appeared in a table with instructions 

to circle the answer that they believed serves as the most accurate 

response based on their experiences.

____ Direct quotations from the Bible 

____ Images with Bible verses 

____ Personal stories of how God afected their lives 

____ Sharing thoughts about God to teach/encourage others 

____ Explaining personal beliefs on a particular topic 

____ Posting inspirational quotes about faith 

____ Posting videos about faith [and impacting lives]

____ Examples of living as a good Christian

The ordinal ranking list provided to answer research question 

 

To answer research  questions 3 and 4, virtually  identical sets 

of  options  appeared  for  participants  to  choose  from  and  rank  in 

order  from 1-8,  with  1  indicating  the  best  answer  to  the  question 

and  8 as the worst answer to the question. Subjects were allowed 

to put NA to  indicate  that a response choice was deemed as not 

applicable  to  their  situation.  To  explore  research  question  3,  

subjects asked, were “What has the most impact for changing your 

belief  systems  and/or  behavior  when  you  encounter  Christians 

sharing their faith  through social media?”  For answering research 

 question 4, respondents were asked, “What do you like seeing the 

most  when  you  encounter  Christians  sharing  their  faith  through 

social media?” The possible options for participants appears below,

 with  the bracketed section of  option 7 appearing in the impact of 

belief  systems  and/or  behavior  section  but  not  for  preferences  in 

those options.
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5 contained two diferent options included based on the expert 
panel’s feedback about what ofended them when encountering 
Christian faith sharing posts through social media. In addition, 

the order was changed slightly to accommodate those insertions 

and two corresponding deletions. The list of options for what 

ofended social media users when encountering Christian faith 
sharing through that medium appears below, with subjects asked 

to provide the same 1-8 ranking scale to the left of each option.

____ Personal stories of how God afected their lives 

____ Sharing thoughts about God to teach/encourage others 

____ Explaining personal beliefs on a particular topic 

____ Posting inspirational quotes about faith 

____ Posting videos about faith and impacting lives 

____ Chain messages (ex. Send this to 10 people to receive a  

 blessing.) 

____ Likes or Retweets (ex. Like/retweet if you’re thankful  

 for God today.) 

____ Examples of living as a good Christian 

The survey also included demographic questions for items 

such as age, gender, ethnicity, as well as a question asking them 

to rate their relationship with God. All participants voluntarily 

took the survey through convenience sampling and were ofered 
compensation through a piece of candy following their study 

participation. Subjects’ names were not collected on the surveys 

or recorded in any other manner to assure their privacy and 

conidentiality in the research.

Results 

Seventy-nine people participated in the research and 

demographic data was reported on the surveys for all but two 

subjects. Considering those who reported their race and ethnicity, 

the study contained at least 49 White, 17 Hispanic, 5 Black, 4 

mixed race participants, 1 Asian, and 1 who reported themselves 

as other. An additional subject chose to leave the gender category 

blank, so 50 subjects indicated their gender as female and 26 as 

male. The survey provided options for ages given in age ranges to 

provide greater anonymity at a smaller college with approximately 

500 students and 100 faculty and staf members. Therefore, the age 
breakdown included 68 subjects less than 30 years old, 4 subjects 

from 30-39 years old, 3 subjects from 40-49 years old, 1 subject 

from 50-59 years old, and 1 subject at least 60 years old.

Regarding other survey questions, some subjects left at least 

one entry blank by completing part of a section or abstaining 

from a section entirely. While NA (not applicable) was given as 

an option in the ordinal ranking, a few subjects left options blank 

instead. When a missing data point seemed obvious based on 

other responses in that section, that data point was added. When 

subjects’ missing answers could not be easily discerned, that 

subject’s data was removed from data analysis for that particular 

section. Based on this method of data inclusion, 79 subjects’ 

data were used for the efects on Christian faith sharing through 
social media on belief systems and behavior, 71 subjects had data 

included for types of Christian faith-sharing posts afecting belief 
systems and/or behavior as well as the most liked types of posts, 

and 65 subjects’ data were included for the most ofensive types of 
Christian faith sharing posts through social media.

Questions 1-8 received the following mean scores in 

numerical order: 2.59, 2.48, 1.99, 2.60, 2.34, 2.29, 2.15, and 

4.13. Therefore, for Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5, participants scored 

approximately halfway between “rarely” and “sometimes” for 

the efect of Christian faith sharing through social media on their 
belief systems and behavior. In Questions 3, participants averaged 

“rarely” on feeling pressure to change their belief systems or 

behavior from online faith sharing. From Questions 6 and 7, 

subjects scored just over “slightly” for the efects on their belief 
systems and behavior. Finally, Question 8 responses showed 

that subjects encountered Christian faith sharing through social 

media on average at least once a week, with some respondents 

experiencing daily encounters. A table appears below to illustrate 

the indings for this section of the survey.

Table 1: Efects of Christian Faith Sharing Through Social 
Media on Belief Systems and Behavior

Survey Question Average Score (Range in 
Likert-Type Scale)

1. When you encounter 

Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how 

often has it afected your belief 
systems concerning anything 

connected to your faith?

2.59 (Between “Rarely” and 

“Sometimes”)

2. When you encounter 

Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how 

often has it afected your belief 
systems in any other areas?

2.48 (Between “Rarely” and 

“Sometimes”)

3. When you encounter 

Christians sharing their faith 

through social media, how often 

have you felt pressure to change 

your beliefs and/or actions?

1.99 (Just Under “Rarely”)

4. After encountering Christians 

sharing their faith through social 

media, how often has it afected 
your behavior concerning 

anything connected to your faith? 

2.60 (Between “Rarely” and 

“Sometimes”)

5. After encountering Christians 

sharing their faith through social 

media, how often has it afected 
your behavior in any other areas?

2.34 (Between “Rarely” and 

“Sometimes”)
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6. To what degree would you 

estimate that encountering 

Christians sharing their faith 

through social media has afected 
your belief systems? 

2.29 (Between “Slightly” and  

“Somewhat”)

7. To what degree would you 

estimate that encountering 

Christians sharing their faith 

through social media has afected 
your behavior?

2.15 (Just Above “Slightly”)

8. How frequently do you 

encounter Christians sharing 

their faith through social media?

4.13 (Just Above “At Least Once 

a Week”)

To determine correlations between these questions, Pearson’s 

r-squared tests were conducted. The correlations between questions 

in the same research question category (changes in belief systems 

and changes in behavior) are all highly signiicant, which makes 
logical sense based on the overlapping topics. However, contrary 

to the researchers’ second hypothesis, the correlations between 

belief system changes and behavior changes are almost as high. 

This relates well to Bandura’s (1971) social learning theory, 

showing that the environmental Christian faith sharing through 

social media afected their belief systems and behaviors far more 
than societal pressures to behave in the same manner. Therefore, 

the data supports H1 but does not support H2. Both null hypotheses 

should be rejected for the irst two research questions because of 
the data in Table 1 as well as the signiicant efect sizes from the 
Pearson’s r correlations. The results of that analysis appear in 

Table 2, with moderate efect sizes highlighted in green, all of 
which have a value of p < .001. Questions regarding belief system 

changes are highlighted in red and questions regarding behavior 

changes are highlighted in orange. As noted below, the frequency 

of social media use (Q8) had a moderate positive correlation with 

one question regarding belief system change and one question 

regarding behavior change.

Table 2. Pearson r Values of Belief System Changes, Behavior 
Changes, and Other Correlations

 Question Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Q1 1.00

Q2 0.54 1.00

Q3 0.31 0.39 1.00

Q4 0.56 0.62 0.49 1.00

Q5 0.51 0.46 0.49 0.60 1.00

Q6 0.65 0.57 0.31 0.52 0.53 1.00

Q7 0.52 0.54 0.48 0.67 0.54 0.67 1.00

Q8 0.31 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.08 0.17 0.31 1.00

An ANOVA supported the researchers’ hypothesis for research 

question 3, which asked, “Do diverse methods of Christian faith 

sharing through social media diferentially impact social media 
users’ belief systems and/or behavior?” This inding relected 
signiicant diference patterns overall in the scores of those 
options, F(7, 560) = 21.62, p < .001. The mean scores for the eight 

categories are as follows (in the same order as the list above and 

from the survey): 4.83, 5.91, 2.48, 3.69, 4.76, 5.72, 4.96, and 3.85. 

Conducting paired t-tests shows a signiicant diference between 
the most inluential method of Christian faith sharing through social 
media (personal stories of how God afected their lives) and the 
second strongest category, t(140) = 3.89, p < .001. The second and 

third ranked options based on efect magnitude (sharing thoughts 
about God to teach/encourage others and examples of living as 

a good Christian) did not have a signiicant diference between 
them, but had a signiicant diference between them and the fourth 
most inluential option (p < .05). The fourth through sixth most 

inluential options based on efect size (explaining personal beliefs 
on a particular topic, direct quotations from the Bible, and posting 

videos about faith and impacting lives) all did not have signiicant 
diferences between them but had a signiicantly greater efect (p 
< .05) than the last two options (posting inspirational quotes about 

faith and images with Bible verses). The options appear in Table 

3 in order of most inluential efects to least inluential as ranked 
by the participants.

Table 3. Reported Order of Efects on Belief Systems and/or 
Behavior

Rank
Category of

Social Media Post
Average 

Score

1
Personal stories of how God afected their 
lives

2.48

2
Sharing thoughts about God to teach/
encourage others

3.49

3 Examples of living as a good Christian 3.65

4
Explaining personal beliefs on a particular 
topic

4.76

5 Direct quotations from the Bible 4.83

6
Posting videos about faith and impacting 
lives

4.96

7 Posting inspirational quotes about faith 5.72

8 Images with Bible verses 5.91

The data also supported the alternative hypothesis in answering 

research question 4, which asked, “Do social media users prefer 

certain methods of Christian faith sharing through social media 

over others?” In responding to the rank options provided to this 

question, users prefer provided the same rank order of responses 

as research question 3. The average scores shown in order from 

the list provided is: 5.10, 5.43, 2.76, 3.82, 4.70, 5.15, 5.11, and 

3.97. Also, the results of the ANOVA showed a highly signiicant 
pattern that emerged from users’ preferred methods, F(7, 560) = 

13.06, p < .001. However, the grouping of the categories changed 
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somewhat in terms of their statistically signiicant diferences 
from one another as determined by paired t-tests. Conducting 

t-tests between each pair showed a similar diference between the 
most preferred method of Christian faith sharing through social 

media (personal stories of how God afected their lives) and all 
other options, t(140) = 3.38, p < .001. The next two options by 

efect ranking (sharing thoughts about God to teach/encourage 
others and examples of living as a good Christian) did not have 

a signiicant diference between them and only sharing thoughts 
about God had a signiicant diference between it and the fourth 
most preferred option (p < .05). The fourth through seventh 

options have no signiicant diferences between each other based 
on preference, with included: explaining beliefs about a topic, 

direct quotations from the Bible, posting videos about faith, and 

posting inspirational quotes about faith respectively. However, 

they all had a signiicantly stronger score (p < .05) than the least 

preferred option (images with Bible verses). 

Table 4. Reported Order of Preference for Social Media Users to 
Encounter

Rank Category of Social Media Post Average 
Score

1
Personal stories of how God afected their 
lives

2.76

2
Sharing thoughts about God to teach/
encourage others

3.82

3 Examples of living as a good Christian 3.97

4
Explaining personal beliefs on a 
particular topic

4.70

5 Direct quotations from the Bible 5.10

6
Posting videos about faith and impacting 
lives

5.11

7 Posting inspirational quotes about faith 5.15

8 Images with Bible verses 5.43

Finally, the survey provided data to answer research question 

5, which asked, “Do social media users take more ofense from 
certain methods of Christian faith sharing through social media 

over others?” The average scores for the ofensiveness of posts in 
the order listed in the methods section and survey were: 5.97, 5.43, 

4.45, 4.88, 4.85, 2.40, 3.03, and 5.62. An ANOVA indicated that 

the pattern of diferences in means between the categories have 
a signiicant efect size, F(7, 512) = 24.69, p < .001, supporting 

the alternative hypothesis chosen for this research question. Chain 

messages and messages requesting likes or retweets did not have 

a statistically signiicant diference compared to one another, 
but they have a highly signiicant diference in means compared 
to all of the other posts listed according to paired t-tests. For 

example, comparing the second to third post ofensive types of 
posts gave the following results: t(125) = 3.46, p < .001. The 

third most ofensive type of post (explaining personal beliefs on 
a particular topic) did not have a signiicant diference from the 

fourth and ifth ranked posts (posting inspirational quotes about 
faith and posting videos about faith and impacting lives), but had a 

signiicant diference compared to the other less ofensive posts (p 
< .005). The fourth and ifth ranked posts do not have a signiicant 
diference between each other or the sixth ranked post, but they do 
compared the two least ofensive posts (p < .05). The three least 

ofensive posts (personal stories of how God afected their lives, 
examples of living as a good Christian, and sharing thoughts about 

God to teach/encourage others) had no signiicant diferences 
between one another. The overall ranking of these posts from most 

ofensive to least ofensive appears below.

Table 5. Reported Order of Most Ofensive to Least Ofensive 
Posts

Rank
Category of Social 

Media Post Average Score

1

Chain messages 

(ex. Send this to 10 

people to receive a 

blessing.)

2.40

2

Likes or Retweets 

(ex. Like/retweet if 

you’re thankful for 

God today.)

3.03

3

Explaining 

personal beliefs on 

a particular topic

4.45

4

Posting 

inspirational quotes 

about faith

4.85

5

Posting videos 

about faith and 

impacting lives

4.88

6

Personal stories of 

how God afected 
their lives

5.43

7
Examples of living 

as a good Christian
5.62

8

Sharing thoughts 

about God to teach/

encourage others

5.97

In a qualitative research project by Bowman (2020), college 

students at the same institution typically described the 4th-8th 

ranked posts on this ofensiveness scale as encouraging in a 
qualitative study describing a similar topic. Therefore, while 

subjects needed to report these categories as ofensive based 
on the quantitative nature of the section, many participants in 

the other research depicted those last ive categories as more 
positive than negative in nature. In addition, the students in that 

same study (Bowman, 2020) repeatedly reported the three most 

ofensive posts as ofensive without any direct prompting towards 
negatively evaluating those types of posts.
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Conclusion
Clearly, Christian faith sharing through social media exerts 

an impact on its recipients and the manner in which faith sharing 

occurs makes a diference in terms of users’ preferences and 
perceived impact. This efect occurs not just in belief systems, but 
also in consequent behavior corresponding to Bandura’s (1971) 

social learning theory. These indings may prove meaningful for 
Christians who share their faith through social media in multiple 

regards. First, this research shows that Christians can signiicantly 
impact those who encounter their posts, which may prompt them 

to further their eforts to spread their message to others. However, 
some faith sharing methods proved much more efective than 
others, which could cause those faith sharers to examine the 

results of this research and favor techniques that participants 

reported as more efective and preferred. In addition, recipients 
of Christian faith sharing through social media reported certain 

techniques as more ofensive than others, which might cause them 
to note ofensive methods and attempt to avoid those approaches 
to increase efectiveness and minimize ofensiveness. This 
could help reduce the number and severity of conlicts between 
Christians and those who receive their message if they apply these 

indings in an astute manner.

In considering these indings and conclusions, it should be 
noted that the majority of respondents fell into the age range of 

college students, so these preferences and efects mostly summarize 
the belief systems, behaviors, and perceptions of college students 

and/or young adults. While some respondents at least 30 years 

old participated, further research could systematically explore 

the efects of Christian faith sharing through social media among 
diferent age groups. Furthermore, this study has the weakness 
of collecting data at a Christian college, probably resulting in 

a sample that contained a higher concentration of participants 

who would readily receive Christian faith sharing through social 

media. While many of the students do not actively practice the 

Christian faith, they have at least become accustomed to hearing 

the Christian message through this institution. Therefore, an 

option for future research would involve exploring these research 

questions using more diverse populations or focusing on non-

Christians speciically in that research. Finally, the quantitative 
nature of this research did not allow for subjects to provide 

answers beyond the options provided, so further research should 

also take place in the subject area using qualitative measures as 

noted by Previte (2017). From this research and these other future 

recommendations, the common practice of Christian faith sharing 

may have a greater impact and less ofensiveness for those who 
encounter their message.
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